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She's a small town girl...Lissa Winters has her life all figured out. She wants a happy marriage and a

house full of kids, right down to the white picket fence. The only thing that doesn't figure neatly into

her plans is Jesse Kincade. She's been in love with him as long as she can remember, but after a

fateful kiss under the stars he made it clear they weren't meant to be.Jesse is struggling to keep his

farm supply store in the black and has no time for a distraction like Lissa. Especially when he knows

they have no future. He comes from a dark past and he's just not marriage material. He knows he

could never be what Lissa needs. When Lissa finds her chance to be with Jesse, even if it means

she has to sacrifice her dreams, she wants to take it. But can she really be okay with only having

part of him? And can Jesse deal with his past enough to see that he and Lissa are meant for love?
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This was such a heartfelt story. To witness Jesse and Lissa overcome denial and doubt and finally

realize that the past only defines us if we allow it, makes this one of the best love stories I have

read.I received an advanced reader copy in exchange for an honest and unbiased review.

This is a great story of friends to lovers and shows that people can be more than they ever thought



they could be. There are times when all of us need to stop and figure out where we want to be in our

lives and who we want sharing that live and once we figure this out fight like everything to make it

happen.

This is the second in the Willow Valley series and tells the story of Lissa and Jesse, who we met in

the first book in the series.Lissa Winters has been in love with Jesse Kincade for what seems like

forever, but he has stuck her in the friend zone. Having grown up with a domineering father who

was never faithful to his mother, Jesse believes that this keeps him from being marriage material.

He believes his past will bleed into any relationship he tries to have.When Lissa finds an opportunity

to spend more time with Jesse as she helps with saving the store, their attraction blooms and Jesse

finally gives in to his feelings, even knowing that it wonâ€™t last â€“ or will it?This is a great friends to

lovers story that enforces the truth that love can overcome many things, including our own pasts

and doubts.Being the second book in the series, this book is a great second entry. That being said,

you neednâ€™t have read the first story in order to get the full benefit of this story. But, if you

enjoyed their friends Cassie and Jack in Lissa and Jessâ€™s story, I would highly recommend going

back and reading their story in Return to Love.*I was given a free copy of this book in exchange for

an honest review.*

Even the most stubborn soul would succumb. A story of healing and acceptance.First and foremost

in the story is that the relationship between Jesse and Lissa was built through friendship and time.

These allow them to accept each other for who they are and for what they are not willing to go

through.It's a story of healing as well. Healing of relationships that have been broken by

circumstances. Healing of one's personality to become a better one.Christine was able to convey

not just the love story but the sense of family and friendship. It came without too much of the graphic

representation of the love story and yet remained interesting for readers to go on from page to

page.I'm looking forward to more books by Christine Kingsley.

Meant for Love by Christine Kingsley is the second book in the Willow Valley series. I fell in love

with Cassie & Jack in book 1 of the Willow Valley Series. Ms. Kingsley did not disappoint me in book

2, Return to Love. The two main characters, Jesse and Lissa, are two people who are made to be

together, but can they both be convinced of this. I loved this story and I am patiently waiting for book

3 of this series.



I was given this book for an honest review. A sweet romance. Lissa have been in love with Jesse all

her life but he keeps pushing her away. Jesse doesn't think he's not good enough for her. As things

heat up; they decide to pursue a relationship with conditions. An unexpected turn of event leads to

Lissa questions their relationship. Great read.

I received this book free in exchange for an honest review. This is a new author to me. But I enjoyed

this lovely story. Will Lissa give up her dreams for Jesse. Will Jesse be able to face his past and

give Lissa what she wants.

Sweet short story of two people who overcome obstacles to build their relationship. A very good

heart warming story. Worth reading. I recommend it. I was given an ARC in exchange for an honest

review.
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